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--------------------------------------------------------ABSTRACT----------------------------------------------------------- 

Anomaly detection is a challenging problem in Temporal data .In this paper we have proposed an algorithm 

using two different machine learning techniques  Kmeans clustering and C5.0 decision tree , where Euclidean 

distance is used to find the closest cluster for the data set and then decision tree is built for each cluster using 

C5.0 decision tree technique and the rules of decision tree is used to classify  each anomalous and normal  

instances  in the dataset .The  proposed algorithm gives impressive classification accuracy in the experimented 

result and describe the proposed system of kmeans and C5.0 decision tree 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Anomaly detection is the identification of patterns which are abnormal in nature and does not conform to 

expected pattern or event [1]. An anomaly is something that deviates from what is standared normal or expected. 

Anomaly detection is important for several application domains such as public, health, climate studies. Defining  

a  normal  region  is a challenging problem as the exact notation of an anomaly is  different for different 

application domain[7] .Anomalies are divided  into three parts  Point anomalies, Contextual  anomalies 

,Collective anomalies and these types of anomalies are commonly in Spatial, sequential or temporal  data[7]. 

Many anomaly detection techniques have been specifically developed for certain application domain. In this 

paper we have use temporal data set, it is a temperature related data which contain different temperature values 

for an area, and in this data set we try to find out Contextual anomalies. And for this we are using Kmeans with 

C5.0decision tree algorithm. In this approach Kmeans clustering is used initially to partition dataset into K 

closest cluster. And after that apply C5.0 technique to built decision tree for each closest cluster and the rules 

created by decision tree are used to detect anomalies in the dataset.  

The following section of the paper are organized as follows section (2) will  describe related work on the field of 

anomaly detection, Kmeans, C5.0 decision tree  section(3) will describe the proposed algorithm section(4) will 

describe the Experimental result and finally Section(5) will describe conclusion and future work   

 

II. RELATED WORK 
Extensive research has been done in the field of anomaly detection, various  techniques are there for detecting 

anomalies in a dataset. In this paper two types of machine learning algorithms are used kmeans and decision tree 

C5.0 which is use for detecting unexpected patterns in a dataset.[22]compared different clustering algorithms 

which conclude that clustering is an efficient approach for anomaly detection[23]simple  Kmeans is   time 

efficient  and data set using Kmean perform better result among all the four clustering algorithms but there are 

some limitation in Kmeans  as it work  only for well shaped cluster and fixed number of cluster can make it 

difficult to predict  the value of K ,which can be overcome by modifying Kmeans algorithm,[24]modified 

kmeans overcome the problem of finding the optimal number of clusters and drawback of this approach is ,it's 

time complexity is more than K means for larger data sets [6] kmeans has been combined with various other 

techniques  such as apriori algorithm,ID3, decision tree for better accuracy, Kmeans with apriori   is more resist 

to noise or outliers.[16] proposed an technique by cascading Kmeans with  different classification techniques, 

this removes the anomalies from Kmeans using id3,   it overcome the disadvantage of both ID3 and Kmean but  

integrating Kmeans +id3 is a time consuming process.[8]:proposed  an anomaly detection method by combining  

Kmeans clustering technique and C4.5 decision tree method ,this method achieve better performance in 

comparison to Kmean , C4.5,KNN .[11] Help us in understanding sequence anomaly detection problem  and 

how  existing  Kernel based Window based,Markovian,Hidden Monrovian Model based techniques related to 

each other . What are their strength and weakness, how effectively  techniques solve a problem for which they 
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are not initially intended.[13] has comparatively evaluated various  techniques and conclude that performance 

depend on the nature of the sequence and nature of anomaly in the sequence data set ,no technique can   be label 

as best technique. [26] proposed a hybrid approach  for anomaly detection in large scale dataset using meta 

heuristic method .this approach show a better accuracy in generating a suitable number of detector when 

compared to algorithms like Navies Bayis, Decision tree, Multilayer feedback neural network, Bayes Network 

,Bayesian Logistic Regression, Radial Basis function Network. [4] compared ID3, C4.5, and C5.0 decision tree 

classifiers with each other and conclude that C5.0 give more accurate and efficient result among all classifiers. 

[25] propose a new form of SVM approach for the multiclass classification and anomaly detection in a single 

step which improves the performance if the data contain vectors which is not represented in the training dataset 

but the problem is the difficulty in setting one of the algorithm's parameters.[2]uses C5.0 and one class SVM for 

building an anomaly detection technique. In this paper  we have used  Kmean and C5.0 the reason for choosing 

Kmean is time complexity O(nkm) where n is the number of clusters, k is the number of patterns m is the no of 

iterations  , its space complexity O(n+K) and its scalibity ,its order independent. The reason of choosing C5.0 is 

it is more efficient, its decision tree is smaller in cooperation with C4.5, unnessary attributes have been 

automatically removed by C5.0  

 

2.1 Kmean algorithm  
It is a partitional clustering approach which is used to cluster numerical data. The partitioning clustering method 

partitions the element into the set of non-overlapping and un-nested or  one level clusters, so as to maximize the 

evaluation value of clustering where each cluster optimizes the clustering criterion. K means clustering is used 

to cluster the group of objects into k disjoint groups based on their attributes   .The objects within the cluster 

will be the similar while those from different cluster differ from one another .In k means ,we define the two 

measures ,distance between the two points  and the distance between the two clusters 

Euclidian distance is the most popular method to measure the distance. the formula for the euclidian distance is : 

 p=
1 , 2 , 3

( )p p p  and Q=
1 , 2 , 3

( )q q q  are the two points in Euclidian space 
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Input: numerical, There must be a distance metric defined over the variable space 

->euclidian distance 

Output: the centres of each discovered cluster, and the assignment of each input datum to a cluster. 

-> centroid 

 

The algorithm for the k means clustering is : 

step 1: Choose K, then select K random "centroids " 

step 2: assign records to the cluster  with the closest centroid  

step 3: Recalculating the resulting centroids  

step 4: repeat step 2 and 3 until record assignments no longer change. 

 The reason to choose K means clustering is that the k means clustering can handle large datasets. Additionally, 

observations are not permanently commited to a cluster .They are moved when doing so improves the overall 

solution 

 

2.2 C 5.0 decision tree technique: 

The C 5.0 is the machine learning algorithm developed by Quinlan based on decision tree[2]It is an extension of 

C4.5, It is better than the C4.5 on the efficiency and the memory .In C5.0 model  samples are split on the basis 

of biggest information gain field[3].C5.0 generates classifiers expressed as decision trees, but it can also 

construct classifiers in more comprehensible ruleset form. 

Improvement in C5.0 from C4.5 algorithm: 

C5.0 decision tree is smaller in comparison with C4.5. In unseen cases the C5.0 rule set have lower error rates 

[4].It   is easier to understand C5.0 model in comparison to some other type of model and it required lesser 

training time to estimate [2]. The scalability of both decision tree and rule set is greatly improved . Advantages 

of computers with CPUs and/or cores can also be taken by C5.0 [6] 

 

2.2.1 Decision tree: 

decision tree are a flexible method very commonly deployed in data mining applications . In this paper we will 

focus on the decision tree used for classification problems. 

There are two types of trees classification and regression tree. 
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Classification trees:  observations are used to segment into more similar groups. They usually apply to outcomes 

that are categorical or binary in nature   

Regression trees: are variations of regression and each node returns its average value at each node. Regression 

trees can be applied to outcomes that are continous [17] 

 

 2.2.2 Information Gain: 

 The training data is separated by using an well define attributes. It is based on the entropy measure commonly 

used in information theory [2].It is defined as the differnce between the base entropy and the conditional entropy 

of the attribute. 

So the most information attribute with highest information gain [2] 

Let T is the training dataset  

X(c) is the class 𝐼 where c=1,2,3…n 
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The algorithm  for C5.0 decision tree is [17]: 

step 1: The C5.0 generates a either a decision tree or a ruleset 

step 2:Pick the most informative attribute  

step 3: Find the partition with the highest infomation gain using Eq (1) 

step 4: at each resulting node ,repeat step1 and 2  

 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 
We proposed an anomaly detection algorithm by using two machine learning algorithm Kmeans and C5.0 

.initally Kmeans is used for partitioning the dataset into K closest cluster using Euclidean distance formula and 

than C5.0 techniques is applied on each closest cluster to built decision tree for each cluster and classify the  

each  instance into normal or anomaly using decision tree result 

The algorithm consist of two phases selection phase and classification phase 

1) Selection phase: the closest cluster is selected for each test instance. In the selection cluster the decision 

tree corresponding to the cluster is generated 

2) classification phase :The test instance is classified into normal and anomaly using the C5.0 decision 

tree result and the cluster label as normal or anomaly 

Algorithm  

Test instances 𝑧(𝑖) where 𝑖 = 1…𝑛 

1). Read the data set  

2). Select K initial centroid of the cluster randomly 

3).for each instance 𝑧(𝑖)in the data set, find the closest cluster using eucledin distance      

( ( ) , ( ))     , 1 ....d z i c j j k  
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  4) Converting the variables into factorial and integer values for the better result 

5) Compute C5.0 algorithm for the closest cluster using highest information gain 
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Using Eq  
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6). Apply the test instance  𝑧(𝑖) over C5.0 decision tree of the computed closest cluster 

7).classify the test instance 𝑧(𝑖) as normal 0r anomaly using the decision tree and include it into the cluster 

8).update the cluster center 

9). End 

 From step 2to5 is selection phase and from step 6to8 is classification Phase 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
This section will present the performance of proposed algorithm and for this we have used ISRO dataset. the 

dataset have 16 attributes but we have taken only 7 attributes  for classification of instance into normal and 

abnormal, we   apply Kmeans on the   dataset for portioning the dataset into K clusters ,  here we have taken  

K=20 ,number of iteration =10  if there is overlapping  anomaly type  of data cannot eliminated by kmeans . so 

C5.0 technique is use to classify each cluster we have made a new data frame name as final which contain 8 

variables from   which we have taken clustering variable as target value and partition the dataset into two parts 

train and test set ,in this paper we take the 90% values for the train set and 10%value for the test set compute the 

C5.0 for the closest cluster and the result of Kmeans and C5.0 classify each instance  into normal or anomaly 

data  
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Figure2   and 3  shows the classification  matrix and confusion matix    after  applying Kmeans and C5.0 on the 

training dataset   and test data it shows that in training data there are  6 incorrect classifications and 522 correct 

classification and in test data there are 57 correct classification and 2 incorrect classification the values which 

are diagonally present in the matrix  are showing us the correct  pattern and the values which are present on the 

upper  triangle and lower  triangle of the matrix  are giving us unexpected pattern 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper we have proposed an algorithm using two different  machine learning techniques Kmeans and C5.0 

decision tree techniques for detecting anomalies in temperature related dataset  the Kmeans is first applied to 

partition the dataset into K clusters and then C5.0 decision tree is built  on each cluster for better classification  

of  instances ,the C5.O decision tree  and cluster labels are used to classify the instances as normal and anomaly 

.our future work is to improve the accuracy  by combining different clustering algorithms such as Hierarchical 

clustering, adaptive  resonance(ART)neural network and kohonen’s self _organizing maps. With decision tree 

C5.0.  While applying the above algorithm we have seen that our training dataset show no error but in our test 

data set 393 variables which are correctly predicted and19 variables are incorrectly predicted. 
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